AVIONICS

AIR MISSION TRAINING SYSTEM

- Collective operational training
- Multiple distributed crews
- Advanced tactical environment simulation

www.thalesgroup.com
COLLECTIVE TRAINING

The Thales Air Mission Training System recreates the mission environment in high fidelity, enabling multiple crews to train together from multiple locations, bypassing the resource constraints of live flying.

Drawing on our decades of training experience across a wide range of aircraft, we tailor the Air Mission Training System to your operational requirements, assets, doctrine and partners, and make it rapidly adaptable to different aircraft types, to optimise training effectiveness and costs.

KEY FEATURES

➢ Simultaneous training of multiple crews together – scalable for 4-ship, 8-ship etc. and with the option to participate from multiple geographic locations
➢ A highly cost effective way to allow mission rehearsal and large scale team training missions to take place
➢ Train with a representative mission cycle to closely match your operational doctrine – includes planning, brief and debrief facilities
➢ A powerful tactical environment simulation that can create high-threat scenarios reflecting your specific assets, threats and Concept of Operations
➢ Each device can simulate multiple aircraft types with a rapid, ‘between training slots’ reconfiguration
➢ A flexible virtual environment for experimentation and development of tactics, techniques and procedures